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Abstract

This paper proposes a new passive testing approach that verifies a timed trace with respect to a set of constraints.

Our proposed approach can also be used as a runtime verification technique because it verifies message-by-message

without storing them. To do this, firstly we proposed a formal syntax to define the constraints. In these constraints, the

following problems are considered: time constraints (including past and future time), condition on message content,

data correlation and combination of conditions by the operations AND, OR, NOT. Then, we proposed an algorithm to

verify a timed trace with respect to a set of constraints. In addition to the theoretical framework we have developed

a software tool, called RV4WS (Runtime Verification engine for Web Service), that helps in the automation of our

passive testing approach. In particular the algorithm presented in this paper is fully implemented in the tool. Finally,

we applied our tool to test a real-life case study of web service composition: Product Retriever.

Keywords: Runtime verification, Passive testing, Rule specification, Web services.

1. Introduction

The activity of conformance testing is focused on ver-

ifying the conformity of a given implementation to its

specification. In most cases testing is based on the abil-

ity of a tester that interacts directly with the implemen-

tation under test and checks the correction of the an-

swers provided by the implementation (called: active

testing). However, we cannot apply this method to test

a running system, in many cases. For example, we do

not have permission to access to the interface of the sys-

tems, or if we use the active method to test the function

create new account of a bank service, this will make a

mistake in the database of the service. Moreover, active

testing does not allow us to check some security proper-

ties of the system that only happen at runtime or when

many sessions are executed in parallel. Using passive
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testing, these problems will be solved because this is

a method that collects the observable traces (or the log

files) of the system by installing a probe and analyzes

them with respect to a set of constraints (rules) [8, 9, 21]

or a formal specification [12]. This method does not ef-

fect running system.

There are two techniques of passive testing: online

and offline. The online technique (also called runtime

verification technique) immediately checks an observ-

able trace whenever an input/output event occurs. The

advantages of this approach are: the faults may be found

immediately and, we can stop the system to avoid the

damage. On the contrary, the offline technique checks

an execution trace after it is collected for a period of

time, meaning the error is not found immediately if it

occurs. This approach does not require added resources

such as CPU, RAM or another computer to run the trace

collection engine and checking engine in parallel. De-

pending on the concrete case, we can apply the online

technique or offline technique to verify the system.

The rule is the constraints on the order of messages.

We can understand a rule on a natural language as fol-
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low: if a message M1 occurs then a message M2 (or a

suite of message S M2) must occur before/after M1 for

a period of time. A generic temporal logic (like LTL)

is usually used to define the constraints on the order of

messages for model checking engine. Modeling con-

straint is required to specify permissions and prohibi-

tions. However, the following problems must be con-

sidered when we define a set of constraints to verify a

real-time system:

• Time constraints: The passive testing is the ver-

ification of messages order (before/after) in a se-

quence. When a message has occurred and we are

waiting the next message. This message may be

appear after a long duration where our system does

not satisfy or does not appear. We cannot know

that a message appears or not if we do not have a

deadline because our system is running. Take for

example a time constraint to verify a successful lo-

gin if we send a loginResquest, we must receive a

loginResponse within 10 seconds.

• Condition on message content: In case we do not

want to verify all message in a sequence, we only

verify some messages which its content satisfies

some conditions. For instance, we are only inter-

ested in the messages that are sent/received to/from

the machine A. This information is identified by

message content (SourceIp=A or DestIp=A).

• Data correlation: A observable trace may be mixed

by many traces or many sessions that are executed

in parallel and we need to apply our constraints on

the messages that belong to a trace or a session.

In this case, firstly we must find the messages that

have a correlation by its data values, then apply our

constraints on these messages. For example, there

are many sessions that are executed in parallel and

each message has a sessionId field. Afterwards,

we need to group the messages belonging to a ses-

sion by using sessionId field of the messages be-

fore applying our rules to check the correctness.

This is called data correlation.

• Combination of conditions: Sometime, to express

a constraint, we must use the operations AND,

OR, NOT to combine the conditions. For exam-

ple, to express a security whenever we modify the

database, before needing a login and this session

still validate (i.e., do not logout).

This paper proposes a new approach that can use for

both, formal passive testing (offline) or runtime verifica-

tion (online), of a real-time system. Our approach ver-

ifies a timed trace with respect to a set of rules which

four above properties (i.e., time constraints, condition

on message content, data correlation, combination of

conditions) are supported. We have proposed to extend

the Nomad [14] language, by defining the constraints

on each atomic action (fix conditions) and a set of data

correlations between the actions, which is more conve-

nient to use the LTL (for our objective) to define the

rules. We chose this language because it provides a way

to describle permissions, prohibitions that are granted

(they are applied immediately) and obligrations (need-

ing a time duration to complete) related to non-atomic

actions within contexts that take time constraints. More-

over, its syntax and our natural language are quite sim-

ilar. But we only support permissions and prohibitions

by adding the time constraint that is bounded by an in-

terval with time min and time max (i.e., the obligration

is integrated into the permissions and the prohibitions).

In addition to the theoretical framework we have devel-

oped a software tool, called RV4WS (Runtime Verifica-

tion engine for Web Service), that helps in the automa-

tion of our passive testing approach. In particular the al-

gorithm presented in this paper is fully implemented in

the tool. We also applied our tool to test a real-life case

study of WebMov1 project, it is a web service composi-

tion: Product Retriever.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2 our notions of rule definition and the passive test-

ing method is introduced in section 3. In section 5, we

introduce the RV4WS tool and a case study that shows

how to apply our tool to test a web service composition.

Some discussion of existing methods for passive testing

or runtime verification are presented in section 6. Fi-

nally, section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Rule definition

In our works, we consider each message as an atomic

action. We use one or several messages to define a for-

mula by using the operations AND, OR, NOT. During

the formula definition, the constraint on message pa-

rameters value may be considered. Finally, from these

formulas, the rule is defined in two parts: supposition

(or condition) and context. The set of data correlations

are included as an optional.

Definition 1. (Atomic action): We define an atomic ac-

tion as one of following actions: an input message, an

output message. Formally:

1http://webmov.lri.fr
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AA := Event(Const)

where:

• Event represents an input/output message name;

• Const := P ≈ V |Const ∧ Const|Const ∨ Const

where:

– P are the parameters. These parameters rep-

resent the relevant fields in the message.

– V are the possible parameters values.

– ≈ ∈ {=,,, <, >,≤,≥}.

Definition 2. (Formula): A formula is defined recur-

sively as following:

F := start(A) | done(A) | ¬F | F ∧F | F ∨F | Od∈[m,n]F

where:

• A is the atomic action.

• start(A): A is being started.

• done(A): A has been finished.

• Od∈[m,n]F: F was true d units of time ago if m > n,

F will be true d units of time if m < n, where m, n

are two natural numbers.

Definition 3. (Data correlation): A data correlation is

a set of parameters that have the same data type where

each different parameter represents a relevant field in a

different message and the operator = (equal) is used to

compare a parameter with others. A data correlation is

considered as a property on data.

Example 1. Let A(pA
0
,pA

1
), B(pB

0
,pB

1
,pB

2
) and C(pC

0
) are

messages with pi are the parameters where pA
0
,pB

0
,pC

0

have the same type. A data correlation set that is de-

fined based on A, B and C is: {pA
0
,pB

0
,pC

0
} ⇔ {pA

0
= pB

0
=

pC
0
}

Definition 4. (Rule with data correlation): Let α and β

are formula, CS is a set of data correlations based on α

and β (CS is defined based on the messages of α and β).

A rule with data correlation is defined as: R(α|β)/CS 2

where R ∈ {P: permission; F : Forbidden;}. The con-

straint P(α|β) (resp. F ) means that it is permitted (resp.

prohibited) to have α true when context β holds within

the conditions of CS.

2CS is an optional part

Example 2. We only allow to create a new account on

the services if we have had successfully login within

maximum one day ago and have not logged out.

P(start(createAccountReq)|Od∈[1,0]D done(loginRes)

∧¬done(logoutReq))

In case we want to indicate the messages belonging

to a session by using sessionId.

P(start(createAccountReq)|Od∈[1,0]D

done(loginRes) ∧ ¬done(logoutReq))/

{{createAccountReq.sessionId,

loginRes.sessionId, logoutReq.sessionId}}

3. Verification

3.1. Correctness of the system

In this section we explain how we can determine

whether the execution traces obtained from the IUT sat-

isfy the properties expressed by the rules.

Definition 5. (Correctness of a timed trace with respect

to a finite set of rules): Let σ = σ0.σ1.σ3... an observ-

able timed trace that is collected from a running system,

Φ = {φ0, φ1, ..., φn} a finite set of rules. We define: σ

conforms to Φ if and only if at every occurrence of σi,

does not exist φ j such that φ j is not timeout and the eval-

uation of φ j after updating its context is not false.

3.2. Checking Algorithm

In this section, we briefly outline the computation

mechanism used to determine whether a rule holds for

some given input/output sequence of events. Our algo-

rithm determines message-by-message the conformity

with each rule without storing the message sequence.

Here, we use two global variables: currlist is a list of

current rules that were enabled and rulelist is a list of

rules that are defined to verify the system. Before intro-

ducing the detail of algorithm, we present some func-

tions to compute on the context of each rule:

• update: this function updates the value of context

whenever a message arrives and this message ex-

ists in the context. For example, the context of

a rule is loginResponse ∧¬logoutRequest. When

the loginResponse message arrives, this context is

updated as true ∧ ¬logoutRequest.

• evaluate: this function evaluates whether a con-

text of rule is holds (true) or not. This func-

tion returns one of three values: true, f alse or
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unde f ined if a message that is not updated ex-

ists. While the evaluation, a message with the

function not will be assigned provisionally is true.

For example: at the time of evaluation, the expres-

sion true ∧ ¬logoutRequest will be evaluated as

true ∧ true = true.

• correlation: this function will return one in three

values: unde f ined, true and f alse. unde f ined

when a message msg is not defined in the set of

data correlations of the rule. In the case that the

msg is defined in the set of data correlations of rule,

this function will query the correspondent value

and compare it with the value of previous messages

to return true/ f alse.

• contain: to find a message in the context of a rule.

This function returns true if the message msg is

found in in the context of a rule and its condi-

tion is validated. For example, the context of the

rule is the following expression: msgA[msgA.id =

5]&msgB. When the msgA (with its value id=4)

arrives, the contain function will be returned as

f alse because the message name is found but its

condition does not satisfy. In the case of msgB ar-

rives, this function returns true.

As said earlier, there is two types of rule: future time

and past time. To make this more clear, we will analyze

the checking algorithm for each type.

3.3. Rule with future time

We know that each rule has two parts: the supposition

part and the context part. The rule will be validated if

its supposition was enabled and its context is hold (true).

In a rule with future time, the context part will happen

after its supposition was enabled. Our algorithm has two

steps:

• Step 1) Each time that a message (called msg) ar-

rives, we have a list of current rules (currlist) that

have been enabled to wait the validation of its con-

text. Therefore, we will firstly update the context

of the current rule (noted rule) in this list (currlist)

if msg appears in the context of rule and data cor-

relation of msg satisfies if it is defined. Secondly,

we will evaluate the context of each rule. If the

context is true and the time constraint is satisfy-

ing, a verdict pass/ f ail, depending on the permis-

sion/prohibition of the rule, will be given in time

msg arrives, and will remove this rule from current

list (currlist). If we cannot evaluate the context,

we will wait for the next message to complete the

context. In this case, a pass verdict is given.

• Step 2) we will examine all rules in rulelist and

enable it (add into currlist) if its supposition part

contains the message msg and condition of suppo-

sition part is valid with the data of msg. When we

enable a new rule, the properties of data correlation

set will be assigned by the values that are queried

from msg.

3.4. Rule with past time

In a rule with past time, the context part will happen

before its supposition is enabled. It means that the con-

text part must be completed and the evaluate function

must return true or f alse, when its supposition is en-

abled. As the future time, we have also two steps:

• Step 1) we check firstly in the list of active rules

(currlist). If its supposition part contains the mes-

sage msg and the condition of the supposition part

is valid with the data of the msg and the data cor-

relation of the msg satisfies if it is defined. We

will evaluate its context to give a verdict. On the

contrary, we will check the time constraints on the

rules to remove it from the list (currlist) if the time

constraints do not satisfy. If the context of the rule

contains this message (msg), we update the context

to wait the next message.

• Step 2) we will examine all rules in the rulelist

and enable it (add into currlist to wait the message

in the supposition part) if its context contains the

message msg. Like the future rule, the properties

of data correlation set will also be assigned by the

queried values of msg.

Finally, we combine it to have a complete algorithm.

The detail of main checking algorithm is shown in al-

gorithm 1. This algorithm verifies message-by-message

and returns the verdict at a time of arrival message.

*Note: this algorithm returns a f ail verdict if it found

a rule is not satisfying. This rule may be not applied to

current message. To know which rule is fail at an arrival

message, we propose a graphic statistics that shows the

current test status.

Example 3. For example, we have an execution timed

trace with the message name and its time occurrence

as: (a1,0), (a2,2), (a1,3), (b2,8), (b1,9), (a2,12), (b3,15),

(c1,16)... The security rules that are defined to assess

the system are:

r1 = P(start(a1)|Od∈[0,10] done(b1) ∨ done(c1)),

r2 = P(start(b2)|Od∈[+∞,0] done(a2) ∧ ¬done(c2))

The table 1 shows the results of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1: Runtime verification algorithm

Require: currlist is the list of current rules that were enabled,

rulelist is list of rules that are defined to verify the system.

Input : message msg, occurrence time t.

Output : true/ f alse

1 res← true;

2 list ← ∅; //a list;

3 //step 1: check in currlist to give a verdict;

4 foreach rule in currlist do

5 //if a rule is enabled many times, we consider only one time (i.e. one session);

6 if rule.id < list then

7 if rule is future time then

8 res←verify future(rule, msg, t, res);

9 else

10 res←verify past(rule, msg, t, res);

11 list.add(rule.id);

12 //step 2: check in rulelist to enable new rule;

13 foreach rule in rulelist do

14 if msg ∈ rule.supposition() ∧ rule.condition(msg)= true then

15 if rule is future time then

16 r1← rule; //create a new rule;

17 r1.active time← t; // set active time;

18 r1.assignValue4Properties(msg);

19 currlist.add(r1); //add into enabled list;

20 else if rule.correlation(msg), f alse ∧ rule.evaluate()! = true ∧ rule.id < list then

21 res← f alse;

22 else if rule is past time ∧ rule.id < list ∧ rule.context.contain(msg) then

23 r1← rule; //create a new rule;

24 r1.active time← t; // set active time;

25 r1.update(msg) //update context;

26 r1.assignValue4Properties(msg);

27 currlist.add(r1); //add into actived list;

28 return res;
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Algorithm 2: verify future(rule, msg, t, result)

Require: currlist: is a global variable

Input : rule: a rule, msg: a message, t: occurrence time

Output : true/ f alse

1 if verifyTime(t, rule.active time) = false ∧ rule.type =′ P′ then

2 result ← f alse;

3 currlist.remove(rule);

4 else if r.context.contain(msg) ∧ rule.correlation(msg), f alse then

5 rule.update(msg) //update context;

6 if rule.evaluate() = true then

7 currlist.remove(rule);

8 if rule.type =′ F′ ∧ verifyTime(t, rule.active time) = true then

9 result ← f alse ;

10 else if rule.evaluate()=false then

11 currlist.remove(rule);

12 if rule.type =′ P′ then

13 result ← f alse;

14 return result;

Algorithm 3: verify past(rule, msg, t, result)

Require: currlist: is a global variable

Input : rule: a rule, msg: a message, t: occurrence time

Output : true/ f alse

1 if msg ∈ rule.supposition() ∧ rule.condition(msg)=true ∧ rule.correlation(msg), f alse then

2 currlist.remove(rule);

3 if rule.evaluate() = true then

4 if rule.type =′ F′ ∧ verifyTime(t, rule.active time) = true then

5 result ← f alse;

6 else

7 if rule.type =′ P′ then

8 result ← f alse;

9 else

10 if verifyTime(t, rule.active time) = false then

11 currlist.remove(rule);

12 else if rule.context.contain(msg) ∧ rule.correlation(msg), f alse then

13 rule.update(msg);

14 return result;

6



message enabled rule list verdict add/remove (+/-)

(a1, 0) {r+
1
= P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1))} true +r1

(a2, 2) {r1 = P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1)); true +r2

r+
2
= P(start(b2)|Od∈[+∞,0]true ∧ ¬done(c2))}

(a1, 3) {r1 = P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1));

r2 = P(start(b2)|Od∈[+∞,0]true ∧ ¬done(c2)); true +r1

r+
1
= P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1))}

(b2, 8) {r1 = P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1)); true -r2

r1 = P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1))}

(b1, 9) {r1 = P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1))} true -r1

(a2, 12) {r1 = P(true|Od∈[0,10]done(b1) ∨ done(c1)); true +r2

r+
2
= P(start(b2)|Od∈[+∞,0]true ∧ ¬done(c2))}

(b3, 15) {r2 = P(start(b2)|Od∈[+∞,0]true ∧ ¬done(c2))} false* -r1

(c1, 16) {r2 = P(start(b2)|Od∈[+∞,0]true ∧ ¬done(c2))} true

Table 1: An example of runtime verification

*at the message (b3, 15), we receive a f alse verdict

because rule r1, which has the last enabled message is

(a1, 3), is fail at the time 15.

4. RV4WS tool

RV4WS (Runtime Verification for Web services) is

implemented to verify a web service at runtime based

on a set of constraints that are declared by the defined

syntax in section 2. This tool receives a sequence of

messages (message content and its occurrence time) via

a TCP/IP port, then verifies the correctness of this se-

quence. The detail of architecture is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Architecture of the RV4WS tool

One of the most interesting components in this archi-

tecture is the checking engine component that imple-

mented the runtime verification algorithm 1. The en-

gine allows us to verify each incoming message with-

out any constraint of order dependencies, so we can

apply this approach to both of online and offline test-

ing. Also, this algorithm verifies the validation of cur-

rent message without using any storage memory. In

order to use this engine for the other systems, there is

a difference between the systems is the data structure

of input/output messages, we define an interface (i.e.,

IParseData, shown in the figure 2) as an adapter to

parse the incoming data of RV4WS. The methods in

IParseData are for gathering information from incom-

ing message. getMesssageName() returns the message

name from its content and queryData() allows us to

query a data value from a field of message content. In

each concrete case, we will implement this interface.

For example, in the case of Web services, its imple-

mentation is the class ParseS oapImpl. This engine

has been designed as a java library and is controlled by

a component called Controller, which received a data

stream coming from TCP/IP port.

Figure 2: ParseData Interface of RV4WS

The input format for this tool is a xml file that has

been defined in figure 4. A rule with a true verdict repre-

sents a permission and a f alse verdict represents a pro-

hibition. A context of rule will be expressed as an ex-
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Figure 3: The main GUI and checking analysis of RV4WS tool

pression with three operators AND, OR and NOT . Each

data correlation is defined as a property with some query

expressions from the different SOAP messages. In the

case of web services, we have developed a Graphic User

Interface (GUI) that allows us to easily define a set of

rules from WSDL files.

Figure 4: Rule format example

If a rule is found to be not satisfying, the checking

algorithm returns a fail verdict. This rule may be not

applied to the current message. To know which rule has

failed at an arrival message, we have also presented a

Graphic User Interface (GUI) that is used to visualize

some statistical properties, calculated at any moment of

testing process. Whenever a rule is activated, this means

that its conditions have been satisfied and a statistical

property such as type counter will be used to compute

the percentage of un-satisfying time when applying the

rule on the input data stream. If the rule was satisfied,

we need to know the time duration from the activat-

ing moment to its context’s holding moment. We have

three statistical properties about time (time-min, time-

max and time-average) for each rule.

Now we need to know the values of these statistical

properties and also visualize the relationships between

them. For example, one rule executing shows its fail

percentage in proportion to its duration time or to oth-

ers properties. If we had used a histogram view and

applied it for each, we would not have been able to get

this information because of the different scales of these

properties. We built a visual interface which is based on

the idea of parallel coordinates scheme, introduced by

Inselberg [19]. In information visualization, parallel co-

ordinates view is used to show the relationships between

items in a multidimensional dataset. Each axes in this

view parallel to each other and a point in n-dimensional

space is represented as a polyline with vertices on these

axes. Considering that list of statistical properties of

our testing process as a multivariate/multi dimension
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data, we have applied this visualization to RV4WS tool

and made it possible to explore the result of our check-

ing algorithms. As said earlier, we have implemented

the checking algorithms inside RV4WS tool which en-

ables a user-tester to verify these conditions defined in

rules. Then the user-tester discovers that rule’s proper-

ties change over time and he or she often needs a com-

plete view of these traces of testing process. There are

the parallel coordinates views correspondent to rules. In

the figure 3, each scheme of parallel coordinates repre-

sents a time-log of statistical values as these polylines

crossing properties axes. Within each view, there is a

single polyline per time instance. The lines of current

time are always highlighted. So this view enables the

tester to visualize rapidly if these changes of executing

rule’s properties are interesting or not. Because of this

problem, this visualization is refreshed after a duration.

It means that it does not run in real-time.

5. A case study

In this section, we present a real-life case study,

named Product Retriever [23], of WebMov project and

how to apply our tool (i.e., RV4WS) to test the Prod-

uct Retriever. This case study is a BPEL process that

allows users to automate part of the purchasing pro-

cess. It enables you to retrieve one searched prod-

uct sold by a preauthorised provider. The search is

limited by specifying a budget range and one or more

keywords characterizing the product. The searched

product is done through the operation getProduct and

the parameter RequestProductType that is composed

of information about the user (firstname, lastname

and department) and searched product (keyword, max

price, category). This process has 4 partner services,

named AmazonFR, AmazonUK, CurrencyExchange

and PurchaseS ervice that are developed by Montim-

age3 and available at http://80.14.167.59:11404/

servicename, and its overview behaviour, illustrated

in figure 5, is described by the following:

1. Receives a message from the client with the prod-

uct and keywords of the characteristics of the prod-

uct.

2. Contacts the PurchaseS ervice partner to obtain the

list of authorized providers for that product. In

a case where there is no authorized provider, an

announcement will be sent to the client by a fault

message response.

3http://www.montimage.com/

Figure 5: ProductRetriever - BPMN specification

3. Depending on the authorized provider result, the

process contacts either the AmazonFR or the Ama-

zonUK service to search a product that matches the

price limit by Euro and the keywords.

4. Sends back to the client the product information

and the name of the provider where the product

was found and a link to where it can be ordered.

If a matching product is not found, a response with

unsatisfying product will be sent back to the client.

5. After receiving the product information, the client

can send an authorization request to confirm the

purchase of the product within a certain duration

(i.e., one minute) of time.

The Product Retriever service is built in Netbeans

6.5.1 and deployed by a Sun-Bpel-engine within a

Glassfish 2.1 web server.

5.1. Test Product Retriever by RV4WS tool

In this section, we present some preliminary results

we got after conducting our first experimentations on

the Product Retriever case study using RV4WS tool.
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SoapUI [24] is a well known test tool for web ser-

vices based. We used it in our experiments as a client

of Product Retriever service, sending requests to acti-

vate the web service (i.e., BPEL process). To collect

the communicating messages between the Product Re-

triever service and its partners (including SoapUI), we

have developed a proxy that allows us to forward a mes-

sage to a specified destination. This allows us to re-

ceive and forward from/to some sources and destina-

tions. Each connection is handled on a different port.

Afterwards, this message and its time occurrence are

also sent to our tool (i.e., RV4WS) to check its cor-

rectness. SoapUI and Product Retriever service were

configured to make connections through the proxy. The

connection information (service name) is also sent to

RV4WS to help this tool to easily identify which mes-

sage belongs to which service. Figure 6 shows our

testbed architecture.

Figure 6: Testbed architecture

5.1.1. Rule definition

We can define many test purposes to verify the inter-

action order with partner services. Here we introduce

three test purposes:

1. During the execution of service, if the client re-

ceives a ProductFault message, so before the Pur-

chase service must return a ProviderFault mes-

sage. The time constraint of this test purpose is

less important, so we define the maximum interval

time between two messages as 10 seconds.

P(start(ProductFault)|Od∈[10,0]s

done(ProviderFault))

2. If the Purchase service introduces the provider ser-

vice AmazonUK then the orchestration must con-

tact the CurrencyExchange service within maxi-

mum of 10 seconds.

P(start(getProviderResponse[provider =

AmazonUK])|Od∈[0,10]s

done(getCurrencyRateRequest))

3. When the client sends an authorization request

message to confirm the purchase of a product, so it

must receive a product response message with the

EmptyResponseProduct field be null within max-

imum one minute ago. In this rule, the data corre-

lation is used by userId.

P(start(getAuthorizationRequest)|Od∈[1,0]m

done(getProductResponse

[EmptyResponseProduct = null]))/

(getAuthorizationRequest.userid,

getProductResponse.userid)

5.1.2. Checking results

Figure 7 presents the checking analysis of the Prod-

uct Retriever. This figure indicates: 1) the fault mes-

sages that are defined in rule 1 do not occur. 2)

the getProviderResponse message with provider =

AmazonUK appeared two times, but the tool did not

found a message getCurrencyRateRequest within 10

seconds from the occurrence time of the message

getProviderResponse. See figure 8, we found the inter-

val time between them is 11 seconds for the first case

and 25 seconds for the second case. 3) the message

getAuthorizationRequest appeared three times. Be-

fore that, the getProductResponse message also ap-

peared with the field EmptyResponseProduct is empty

and the interval time between them is less than one

minute. Figure 8 returns the f alse verdict when the

itemS earchResponse arrives because at the occurrence

time of itemS earchResponse, the time constraint for the

second rule (i.e., 10 seconds) does not satify.

6. Discussion

This section will discuss some passive testing ap-

proaches.

6.1. Passive testing of systems

Bayse et al [9] and Cavalli et al [12] proposed a pas-

sive testing approach based on invariants of a Finite

State Machine (FSM). For a FSM M = (S, sin,I,O,T )

where S is a set of finite states, sin is an initial state, I
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Figure 7: Checking analysis of Product Retriever

Figure 8: Trace collection of Product Retriever
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is the set of input actions, O is the set of output actions

and T is the set of transitions. The authors define two

types of invariants:

• Simple invariant: a trace such as

i1/o1, i1/o1, ..., in−1/on−1, in/O is a simple

invariant of M if each time that the trace

i1/o1, i1/o1, ..., in−1/on−1 is observed if we obtain

the input in then we necessarily get an output

belonging to O,where O ⊆ O.

• Obligation invariant: to express properties such as

”if y happens then we must have that x had hap-

pened before”.

Next, the authors present two algorithms to check from

left-to-right and right-to-left a finite trace to give a ver-

dict. This approach does not consider the time con-

straints on the traces. TIPS [11](Test Invariant of Pro-

tocols and Services) is an implementation tool of this

approach.

An extention of simple invariant with time con-

straints, called Timed Invariant which allows us to ex-

press temporal properties is introduced in the works of

C. Andrés et al [3, 1, 2]. There are some limitations of

the Timed Invariant model:

• Supports only the future time, the past time was not

admit. Its semantic is: if a pair input/output event

(the interval time between an input and an output

is also considered) or some event pairs have been

happened and we continue obtain an input, then an

output must be happened after a duration;

• Not support the operations as NOT, AND, OR to

combine some conditions to a Timed Invariant;

• Not consider the constraints on the content of each

event, so the data correlation problem between the

events is also not considered;

• Finally, the tool PasTe [1] that is implemented to

check the correctness of a log with respect to a set

of time invariant does not allow us to verify an ex-

ecution trace in parallel with the trace collection

engine (it means the runtime verification or the on-

line checking).

Mallouli et al [16] proposed the security rule using

the Nomad language to express the constraints on the

traces with obligations, prohibitions and permissions.

A prohibition or a permission rule is granted and it ap-

plies immediately on the trace, an obligation rule needs

a deadline and the works are not completed before this

deadline. This approach solves the time constraints of

invariant approach. An algorithm to check the correc-

tion of the trace following these security rules is intro-

duced. This approach does not consider the correlation

of messages by its data values, an important problem of

passive testing.

M. Tabourier and A. Cavalli [22] proposed an ap-

proach to verify the traces actually belong to the ac-

cepted specification that is provided by a finite state ma-

chine. This method is composed of two stages:

• Firstly, passive homing sequence is applied to de-

termine the current state. Initially, all states are the

candidates. When an input/output arrives, these

current states will be updated by the destination

state of corresponding transition if it is the source

state of transition. If not, it is removed from the

candidate list. After a number of iterations, either a

single current state is obtained and we move to the

second step to detect the fault or an input/output

pair is not accepted by any candidate state. In the

latter case, a fault has been detected.

• Secondly, fault detection is used by applying the

search technique from the current state and the cur-

rent input/output pair. If a state which does not ac-

cept the following transition is reached, there is an

error. If not, the end of the trace is reached, no

error was detected.

In the case where the trace is collected from the execu-

tion of multi-sessions that run in parallel, we can not

used this approach. Moreover, this method does not

consider the time constraints on the traces.

6.2. Passive testing of web services

In recent years, many methods and tools are proposed

and developed for passive testing of a web service (in-

cluding a composite of web services) [17, 4, 5, 6, 13,

20]. These works focus on either checking the order of

messages and/or its occurrence time on a trace file to

give a verdict [13, 20, 21] or proposing a method for

dynamic statistics [4, 6] of some properties of web ser-

vices.

Dranidis et al [17] propose the utilization of Stream

X-machines for constructing formal behavioral specifi-

cations of Web services. The authors also present a run-

time monitoring and verification architecture and dis-

cuss how it can be integrated into different types of

service-oriented infrastructures. But the authors do not
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present an algorithm or a tool to verify an execution

trace using the Stream X-machines specification of web

services.

Baresi et al [4, 5] present a monitoring framework

for BPEL orchestration which is obtained by integrating

two approaches namely Dynamo and Astro. These ap-

proaches are used for dynamic statistics of some prop-

erties of BPEL process from single instance or multi in-

stances. These works focus on the behavioral properties

of composition processes expressed in BPEL rather than

on individual Web services. Moreover, an assessment

(a verdict true/ f alse) about service is not considered in

this work.

Cavalli et al [13] propose a trace collection mecha-

nism for SOA by integrating modules within BPEL en-

gine and a tool [13, 16] that checks offline an execution

trace. This approach uses the Nomad [14] language to

define the security rule. But it does not allow us to check

real-time (i.e., ”online”) whenever a message happened.

Moreover, this work does not consider the data correla-

tion between the messages in the rules.

The works of Li et al [20, 21] present the pattern and

scope operators as the rule-based to define the interac-

tion constraints of Web services. The authors use the fi-

nite state automata (FSA) as semantic representation of

interaction constraints. In this approach, the validation

process runs in parallel with the trace collection. This

approach is limited by the pattern number. Moreover,

this work does not consider the time constraints.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents a passive test method for systems,

in particular, Web services with : the definition of a lan-

guage including logic expressions for constraints, a ver-

ification methodology and a tool implementing the ver-

ification algorithm. This tool has been integrated in the

WebMov tool chains. In order to show the application of

the proposed methodology on real systems, a real case

study, a web service composition, named Product Re-

triever, has been extensively studied.

Extensions are planned for this research: first a sys-

tem for calculating the test coverage (corresponding tio

real need of the implementor of the web services), an

extension to test more complex distributed systems from

such type of cloud computing architecture by integrat-

ing a set of distributed observers, with recoveries of all

the traces that need to be synchronized.
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